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Date Name Testimonial Reports 

09/17/2020 Sister Elaine Praises the Lord for His protective hand! A new fire had sparked into 

flame by Brother Victor and his family’s home. The fire was really close 

and seemed that they would have to evacuate. But, praise be to God 

that Brother Victor and family are still home and did not have to 

evacuate! They are doing well. God is so good! Please continue to keep 

them in prayer as the fires are still burning and are not fully contained. 

Thank you. 

 

09/17/2020 Sister LoGina Praises the Lord for keeping her and family safe! The wildfires had 

spread close to the area that Sister LoGina and family reside. And 

prayers were lifted up on their behalf. And God, ever so graciously, 

heard. Sister LoGina shared, ”We are safe.” They had left to East Bay to 

be with their 7wk old granddaughter and family, which they had 

planned prior to the incident. It was very dark and smoky and 

thundering. It was like the fire had created its own weather. Sister 

LoGina shared a more recent report and explained, “Fel was planning 

[to go] back yesterday to Sol Cal, but since mandatory evacuation 

order was not lifted, he headed back to East Bay… He will return 

Sunday and I’ll stay another week with Adelaide.” It is so amazing how 

the Lord has kept them safe amidst a dangerous out of control fire in 

their area. He is wonderfully to be praised! Please continue to keep 

them in prayer as the fires are still burning and are not fully contained. 

Thank you.  

 

09/17/2020 Sister Lana Praises the Lord for His gentle guidance! In light of all that is going on 

and issues that have come up, God is so merciful to help and teach 

every one of us how to have the right attitude towards those things. It 

is such an amazing and humbling praise that He suffers with us and 

shows us the way. It is so easy to make a mistake. It is so easy to feel 

not included. And we can thank God that He gives us time to see and 

work on those issues and get things straightened out and corrected. He 

is truly to be praised! 

 

09/17/2020 Sister Lana Shares a passage that was posted in one of the WhatsApp chat groups: 

Brethren and sisters, let us strive to ripen into sound wheat, 
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remembering that green stuff, although it may be called wheat, will 

never do to go into the barn. God will have a perfect harvest, and that 

which is not ripe when the gathering angels sweep the world, will be 

gathered among the tares. Let us daily and hourly ripen. When a wheat 

crop is ripening if it stops its progress for one day, it is liable to be 

struck with the rust which may spoil the crop. We have barely time to 

ripe for the kingdom, and if we lose one day, that may cause a blight 

which may be the means of our meeting the reapers unprepared. 

{ARSH September 11, 1860, p.132.24} 
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